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ABSTRACT 

* The transfer, modification, and application of well formulated and tested quality assurance 
(QA) procedures from one project to another deserves consideration. The use of a proven QA 
program design could result in cost savings and the collection of data with a greater degree of 
confidence. To test this thesis, a QA program, originally developed for large nationwide 
Environmental Protection Agency @PA) programs, was adapted and implemented in a site 
characterization study at the Department of Energy (DOE) Nevada Test Site to ensure that 
laboratory data satisfied pre-determined measurement quality objectives (MQOs). The QA 
program was adapted from EPA programs such as the National Acid Precipitation Assessment 
Program, the Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Program, and to a lesser degree, the 
Comprehensive Environmental Recovery, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) program. 
The QA design adopted the batch or lot concept, in which samples are organized into groups of 
samples for laboratory analysis. Approximately 10 percent of the total samples were measurement 
quality samples (non-blinds, blinds, and double-blinds), which were included in each batch to 
evaluate and control measurement uncertainty and to address sample preparation. Detectability was 
assessed using instrument detection limits and precision data for low-concentration samples. 
Precision was assessed using data from reference samples under a two-tiered system based on 
concentration ranges. Accuracy was investigated in terms of bias with respect to reference values. 
The results showed that QA concepts developed for previous nationwide EPA programs were 
successfully adapted for the site-specific DOE project. 

INTRODUCTION 

Protocols from well formulated and tested quality assurance (QA) and quality control (QC) 
programs are potentially applicable to what may appear, initially, as programmatically unrelated 
projects. This is not an endorsement of the unwavering application of one QA/QC program to 
different projects without an evaluation regarding applicability. However, the evaluation and 
transfer of a functional and efficient QAIQC program for its application to other projects certainly 
has merit. The most obvious savings result from the reduction in time needed to develop a new 
design. Potentially greater savings, although less evident at first glance, result from the collection 
of data with more confidence because of an efficient and proven QA/QC program design. 

In the 1980s, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency @PA) initiated the National Acid 
Precipitation Assessment Program (1) and the Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Program 
(2) to assess the status and health of our nation's ecological resources. As programs of nationwide 
scope, they brought together scientists and managers with expertise to integrate QA and QC into 



the sampling and analysis of natural systems. One consequence of this effort was the development 
of protocols for environmental sampling and analysis of soil (3). The transfer of the protocols 
developed for these nationwide EPA programs to a U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) site- 
specific project is the subject of this paper. Specifically, this paper focuses on the laboratory QA 
program implemented for a soil characterization study, which is a component of the Raytheon 
Services Nevada (RSN) Soil Characterization Program conducted at the Department of Energy 
(DOE) Area 5 Radioactive Waste Management Site (4). 

LABORATORY QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM 

The laboratory QA program for this soil characterization study was designed to increase 
the likelihood that the data satisfied or exceeded the data quality objectives (DQOs). DQOs, 
which are statements of the levels of uncertainty that data users are willing to accept in the data, 
are quantitative and qualitative goals established by the data users prior to the initiation of an 
investigation (5). 

The sample measurement system employed by this soil characterization study consisted of 
sample collection, preparation, and analysis phases. Measurement uncertainty is a small part of 
the allowable overall data uncertainty (including uncertainty from possible spatial or data 
aggregation sources) defined by the data users because the quality of data can be quantified in 
relation to the DQOs, thereby allowing the data user to evaluate the hypotheses with a known level 
of confidence. Uncertainty that exceeds the DQOs renders the data less reliable in the judgement 
of the data users. The DQOs encompass all components of uncertainty resulting from sample 
measurement, operational activities, and population-based uncertainties (e.g. , spatial variability). 
The measurement quality objectives (MQOs) are specific goals that clearly describe in a 
quantitative manner the data quality that is sought for each measurement phase being monitored. 

The QA program for this soil characterization study included the following components: 
batch sample design, measurement quality samples, and data quality attributes. These aspects of 
the QA program are described below. 

Batch Analysis 

The design of the QA program incorporated the concept of batch sample analysis, which 
is an adaptation of lot analysis familiar to manufacturing QA/QC programs. For this DOE soil 
characterization study, soil samples were combined by the QA staff into batches, each containing 
approximately 40 samples. The batch sample design was based on the following assumptions and 
considerations: 

The primary sources of measurement uncertainty to be identified, controlled, and assessed 
were produced at the sample preparation and analysis phase; 

Each of the primary sources of measurement uncertainty can be considered a combination of 
several smaller component sources of uncertainty (e.g., sample analysis can include 
within-laboratory, within-batch, and among-batch uncertainties); 
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Measurement uncertainty at any given phase (e.g., analytical within-batch precision) can be 
confidently evaluated using data from a minimum of 20 measurement quality samples of a 
given type (6). Because a large number of soil batches were expected to be analyzed, a 
sufficient number of samples would be present to make reliable among-batch statistical 
estimates; 

The quantitative within-batch MQOs can be attained if each batch satisfies predetermined 
acceptance criteria; 

Approximately 10 percent of the overall soil analysis effort is applied to the analysis of soil 
measurement quality samples for independent assessment purposes. Based on previous studies 
of this nature (7,8,9), this level of QA sample analysis is a reasonable proportion to achieve 
efficient QA optimization. Also, batches of approximately 40 samples are sufficient for 
effective QA programs based on organizational, operational, and cost considerations. 

Measurement Quality Samples 

The specific QA acceptance criteria provided a balance between time and cost constraints 
and the data quality necessary to achieve the objectives. To assess the quantitatively defined 
MQOs, a series of measurement quality samples was analyzed with the routine samples in a 
manner that was statistically relevant and that allowed conclusions to be drawn concerning 
measurement quality. These samples were of three types: non-blind, blind, and double-blind. 
By definition, a non-blind sample has both a concentration and a location within the batch that are 
known to the analyst. A blind sample has a concentration that is unknown to the analyst. A 
double-blind sample cannot be distinguished from a routine sample and has a concentration that 
is unknown to the analyst (10). Each measurement quality sample had a specific purpose in data 
evaluation and was used in a distinct manner to assess variability or adherence to the sample 
preparation and analysis protocols (Table I). 

Two distinct groups of measurement quality samples, contractual compliance samples and 
laboratory QC samples, were randomly inserted into each batch to evaluate and contractually 
control the various laboratory components of measurement uncertainty. The contractual 
compliance samples were double-blind soil samples which allowed an independent assessment of 
measurement quality by the QA staff. The laboratory QC samples were non-blind and blind (both 
soil and liquid matrices) which enabled the laboratory to control its measurement error (random 
and systematic) in anticipation of satisfying contractual quality requirements. The QA staff also 
had access to all laboratory QC data. 
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Table I. Status and Assessment Purpose of Measurement Quality Samples 

Measurement quality sample" 

PLHD ALMR ALCD ALRB ALCC ALDC ALCB ALCR 

Samples per batch 

Sample statusb 

QA staff 

Laboratory 

Assessment purpose 

Calibration 

Detectability 

Precision 

Accuracy 

1 3 1 3 

N-blind N-blind 

D-blind D-blind Blind N-blind 

X 

X 

X X X X 

X 

5 5 5 1 

N-blind 

N-blind N-blind N-blind N-blind 

X X X 

X X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X 

PLHD = preparation laboratory homogenization duplicate (soil); ALMR = analytical laboratory measurement reference 
(soil); ALCD = analytical laboratory control duplicate (soil); ALRB = analytical laboratory reagent blank (liquid); 
ALCC = analytical laboratory calibration check (liquid); ALDC = analytical laboratory detection check (liquid); ALCB = 
analytical laboratory calibration blank (liquid); ALCR = analytical laboratory control reference (soil). 
Status of sample with respect to the recipient or responsible party; N-blind = Non-blind and D-blind = Doubleblind. 

Contractual Compliance Samples. Two types of contractual compliance samples were used in 
this study: 

Analytical Laboratory Measurement Reference (LMR) Sample - The ALMR sample is a 
median-concentration soil reference sample that was randomly assigned by the QA staff in 
duplicate or triplicate within each batch sent to an analytical laboratory. The ALMX sample 
data was used by the QA staff to estimate analytical within- and among-batch imprecision, 
bias and its sources (e.g., contamination or method error), and laboratory trends (e.g., 
interlaboratory and intralaboratory differences among batches). 



Preparation Laboratory HomgeniZation Duplicate (PLHD) Sample - The PLHD sample was 
homogenized and subsampled by the laboratory, with one replicate remaining at the laboratory 
as the first sample in the batch. The other replicate was returned directly to the QA staff who 
reconstituted the sample with a known quantity of rock fragments and placed the sample 
randomly as a double-blind measurement quality sample in the next batch assembled. This 
sample was used to estimate the sample preparation (homogenization) error component of the 
overall measurement uncertainty and was also used as an independent check on the among- 
batch precision of the analytical laboratory. 

Laboratory QC Samples. 
characterization study: 

Six types of laboratory QC samples were used in this soil 

Analytical Laboratory Cor&-01 Duplicate (Am) Smple - A duplicate subsample of the 12th 
soil sample in each batch was selected as the ALCD sample at the analytical laboratory. It is 
used as an internal check by the QA and laboratory staff to ensure that predefined within-batch 
precision MQOs are being satisfied. 

Analytical Laboratory Reagent Blank (ALRB) Sample - The A L B  sample is a liquid, or 
occasionally soil, sample composed of all the reagents in the same quantities used in actual 
sample analysis and which undergoes the same digestion and extraction procedures as an actual 
test sample. The ALRB reflects any analyte contamination from the sample matrix and 
apparatus used in the analytical procedure. 

Analytical Laboratory Calibration Check (ALCC) Sample - The ALCC sample is a liquid (or 
occasionally a solid) sample containing the analyte of interest at a concentration in the 
mid-calibration range. It is used to verify the calibration curve or mid-range of an instrument 
reading. 

Analytical Laboratory Detection Check (ALDC) Sample - The ALDC sample is a low 
concentration liquid (or occasionally a solid) sample that contains the analyte of interest at a 
concentration specified by the QA staff that is typically two to three times above the 
established instrument detectability. The primary uses of the ALDC sample are for the 
estimation of laboratory detection limits and as a check for significant baseline drift. 

Analytical Laboratory Calibration Blank (ALCB) Sample - The ALCB is a test for baseline 
drift. The ALCB sample is defined as a zero mg/L standard and contains only the matrix of 
the calibration standards (Le., equivalent to the first standard in the set of standards). 

Analytical Laboratory Control Reference (ALCR) Sample - The ALCR is a soil reference 
sample of known concentration that the QA staff provides directly to the analytical laboratories 
along with corresponding reference values. The ALCR is used as an internal QC sample to 
control laboratory bias and to minimize the among-batch component of measurement 
uncertainty. 
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Data Quality Attributes 

The attributes of data quality are qualitative and quantitative characteristics that are 
designed to provide an overall assessment of quality during the measurement phases of the data 
collection activities. For the purposes of this report, measurement quality was defined in terms 
of the following four quality attributes: 

Detectability - the determination of the low-range critical value of a soil characteristic that 
a method-specific procedure can reliably discern; 

Precision - the level of agreement among multiple measurements of the same soil 
characteristic; 

Accuracy - the level of agreement between an observed value and the true or accepted value 
of a soil characteristic; and, 

Completeness - the quantity of soil samples and soil sample data that are successfully 
collected with respect to the amount intended in the experimental design. 

Detectability. The primary consideration in the evaluation of detectability is whether a measured 
sample value can be considered to vary significantly from the measured value of a sample blank. 
Detectability guidelines commonly are based on the number of standard deviations (SDs) the 
analytical signal varies from the mean value of blank responses (1 1). In lieu of soil blank samples 
(which cannot be synthesized), laboratory stock solutions and low-concentration replicate soil 
samples were used to estimate the variability expected of blank samples. 

The required instrument detection limit (RIDL) for each analytical parameter was defined 
prior to beginning sample analysis. The RIDL was based on the average variability expected 
among a series of five low-concentration ALDC samples analyzed in each batch of samples, and 
was calculated as three times the mean SD of numerous initial runs of ALDC samples. The actual 
instrument detection limit (AIDL) was calculated using real-time ALDC sample data and was used 
to assess contractual RlDL compliance by the analytical laboratories. Each AIDL served as an 
estimate of the lowest concentration of an analyte that a laboratory could reliably detect. Each 
Parameter for each batch was required to have AIDL values less than or equal to its respective 
RIDL. If an AIDL exceeded its respective RIDL, the batch was reanalyzed for the parameter of 
interest. 

Precision and the Two Tiered-Analysis. Precision is the level of agreement among multiple 
measurements of the Same soil characteristic or parameter. Laboratory imprecision was assessed 
for both within-batch and among-batch variability using data from the ALMR samples. The 
MQOs were established for within-batch imprecision estimates using data for the ALMRs from 
an external laboratmy. The within-batch variability is usually only slightly lower than the among- 
batch variability. For comparison purposes, the MQOs were considered to be appropriate for both 
within-batch and among-batch variability. Imprecision of sample homogenization and 
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subsampling efficiency at the sample preparation phase was assessed using data from the PLHD 
samples. 

A primary feature of precision objectives for solid media like soil is the two-tiered system 
of characterizing MQOs (9). Some parameters, especially those in the middle to upper portion 
of the known concentration range, are best evaluated when the acceptable imprecision limits are 
variable with concentration and are expressed as a relative standard deviation (RSD) in percent. 
Other parameters, particularly those in the lower portion of the known concentration range, are 
best evaluated when the acceptable imprecision limits are absolute and are expressed as a SD in 
reporting units. This approach avoids setting restrictive precision objectives for low concentration 
soil samples, which generally are more difficult to extract and analyze with a high degree of 
relative precision. 

The concentration scale of the samples is divided into two ranges or tiers separated by a 
calculated value called the knot (9). A knot value is used to distinguish low-concentration samples 
from median- and high-concentration samples. Most parameters have a distinct knot value which 
is determined by dividing the imprecision objective for the lower tier by the imprecision objective 
of the upper tier and multiplying by 100. The lower tier concentration range below the knot 
defines the region of the data in which the acceptable imprecision limit is an absolute value and 
is expressed as a fixed (constant) SD in reporting units. The upper tier of the concentration range 
above the knot defines the region of the data in which the acceptable precision limits vary directly 
with concentration and are expressed as %RSD. Imprecision below the knot can rise to quite high 
levels (if expressed as %RSD) and still satisfy the MQO as SD. 

Accuracy. Accuracy is the degree of agreement between an observed value and the true or 
accepted value of a characteristic. The aspects of accuracy investigated by the QA staff were bias 
and laboratory trends using data from the ALMR samples. Analytical bias was considered to be 
the quantitative measure of inaccuracy, and laboratory trends served as quantitative and qualitative 
evaluations of laboratory performance over time. A range of acceptable ALMR values for each 
parameter was defined by a 95 percent confidence interval accuracy window. The window was 
calculated as two times the SD of extensive ALMR replicate aliquot analysis conducted by the 
referee laboratory prior to initiating the routine analysis. From a contractual compliance 
standpoint, any ALMR observation that occurred within an accuracy window, Le., between the 
lower limit (LL) and upper limit (UL), was considered to be acceptable (Figure 1). 

The ALMR sample data were also examined for trends that could result from instrumental 
drift or other problems that might have occurred at the laboratory over the course of the analysis. 
For this purpose, standard control charts of the ALMR data were plotted in a temporal sequence 
of batch analysis (Figure 1). 



* 
* *  

* 
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LL 

Figure 1. Accuracy window with superimposed control chart showing apparent bias and trend 
but still within prescribed limits. 

The external evaluation of accuracy by the QA staff was, by necessity, kept confidential 
to protect the integrity of the accuracy windows for the soil reference samples. For internal 
control of accuracy by the laboratory, an ALCR sample with established accuracy windows was 
provided. The laboratory staff plotted data on control charts to evaluate performance with respect 
to established confidence intervals. These charts were used to identi@ systematic or random bias 
during batch analysis. 

Completeness. The laboratory was required to complete the specified processing tasks (criterion 
= 100 percent completeness) on aU soil samples received batch-by-batch as identified on chain-of- 
custody tracking forms. Analytical completeness (criterion = 95 percent) was evaluated using 
routine sample data from the verified and validated data bases. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Quality assurance procedures were efficiently optimized and applied. The results of the 
study showed that the predefined MQOs were satisfied for detectability, precision, accuracy, and 
completeness. The quality of the data was thereby assured at the specified levels of acceptability 
established by the users. In conclusion, the quality assurance concepts first used by nationwide 
EPA programs were successfully adapted to the site-specific DOE project. 
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